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On the 17th of August 1570, a scribe in the kingdom of Bijapur completed an ambitious,
highly complex, and sumptuously illustrated work on astrology and astral magic. ' Housed
in the Chester Beatty Library in Dublin, the manuscript is not identified by a title in the
text, but takes its name from a note inscribed on the first folio, which descrihes it as the
Nujum al-Hdum ("Stars of the Sciences"). ^ To date, the Nujüm al-'ulum has attracted schol-
arly attention for the richness and spectacular nature of its illustrations—some four hun-
dred—which depict a dazzling variety of angels, anthropomorphized planets, zodiac signs
and degrees, talismans, magical spells, astrological tahles and horoscopes, tantric goddesses,
horses, elephants, and weapons.-* Following hrief notices hy art historians such as Stella
Kramrisch, Hermann Goetz, Douglas Barrett, and Mark Zebrowski, the author of the Chester
Beatty Library catalogue, Linda York Leach, compiled a comprehensive description of the
Nujüm's miniatures, together with the miniatures of a second, more crudely executed copy
of the Nufum al-^ulum, also housed in the Chester Beatty Library and tentatively dated to
1660-80." More recently, Deborah Hutton's insightful and detailed analyses of several of
the Nujüm miniatures have opened a window onto the diverse cultural influences circulating
at the Bijapur court.-''

The brilliance and abundance of the Nujüm's paintings have tended to overshadow the
equally interesting details of the manuscript's text, which has suffered from disproportionate
scholarly neglect, even in a field that has been characterized by a lack of sustained schol-
arly interest in the textual side of such documents. The continuing predominance of Persian
chronicles as the main source for the study of the medieval Deccan and the general schol-
arly indifference to astrology and magic as fields of serious historical inquiry into medieval
Indian history have doubtless contributed to obscuring the importance of the Nujüm as a his-
torical document. The recent "discovery" of a third copy of the Nujüm al-'ulüm in the library

1. Itmäm yäfla shud bi-martaba va daraja ikhtitäm mukhtatim kashld bi-tärlkh-i chahärdahum-i mäh-i rabi'
al-awwal sana 978 ("completed to the degree and minute and sealed on the fourteenth day of the month Rabi' I in
the year 978"). Chester Beatty MS IN2, f. 171r.

2. F. I r, cited in Linda York Leach, Mughal and Other Indian Paintings from the Chester Beatty Library, vol. 2:
Paintings of the Deccan and Kashmir (London: Scorpion Cavendish, 1995), 819.

3. Leach identifies four hundred miniatures, but. as she notes, the total number depends on the way they are
evaluated; if each of the thirty degrees of each zodiac sign is counted, the total number of paintings would be
approximately 780. See ibid. Barrett and Gray suggest that the total number of miniatures is 876; see Douglas Bar-
rett and Basil Gray, Treasures of Asia: Painting of India (Geneva: Skira, 1963), 117.

4. Thomas Arnold. The Library of A. Chester Beatty: A Catalogue of the Indian Miniatures, rev. and ed. J. V. S.
Wilkinson (London: Emery. Walker, 1936), 2-4; Stella Kramrisch, A Survey of Painting in the Deccan (London:
India Society. 1937), 120-42; Douglas Barrett, "Painting at Bijapur," in Paintings from Islamic Lands, ed. R. Pinder
Wilson (Oxford: Cassirer, 1969), 142-59; Mark Zebrowski, Deccani Painting (London: Sotheby Publications,
1983); Hermann Goetz. "La peinture indienne: Les écoles du Dekkan." Gazette des Beaux-Arts 13 (1935): 281,
283; Leach, Mughal and Other Indian Paintings, 819-89. For a description of the later copy of the NujHm al-'ulUm
(Chester Beatty Library MS IN54). see Leach, Mughal and Other Indian Paintings, 891-903.

5. Deborah Hutton, Art of the Court of Bijapur (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 2006), chap. 2.
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of the Wellcome Institute in London and the digitization of several pages of that library's
manuscript may well stimulate wider interest in this fascinating work. **

In this article I will present new evidence for the authorship of the Nufüm al-'ulUm, which
I have discovered through the course of my own study of the three abovementioned manu-
scripts. I will first present this new evidence and then discuss the intended scope and extant
content of the Nufüm al-'ulüm. The analysis presented here is necessarily preliminary: the
Nufüm al-'ulum was the result of an encyclopedic endeavor informed by multifarious sources
and esoteric learning, much of the significance of which I am only slowly beginning to
understand. Nevertheless, in highlighting this discovery, I attempt to refocus scholarly inter-
est on the text rather than simply on the paintings of this complex manuscript.

THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE NUJÜM AL-^ULÜM

Art historians have been unanimous in attributing the provenance of the Nufüm al-'ulüm
to Bijapur, primarily on the basis of the paintings, which display stylistic similarities with
known examples of the eariy "Bijapur school."'' While none of the extant manuscripts of the
Nujûm possesses a complete colophon, the date 978 (1570-71 C.E.) is inscribed three times
in the earlier Chester Beatty Nufüm al-^ulüm and once in the later Chester Beatty copy. It is
often assumed that this is the date of the completion of the work, but it is worth bearing in
mind that the date may refer to the completion of the copying of this particular manuscript,
while the composition of the text may have taken place before that date. **

The date and style of the paintings led to suggestions that the work was commissioned
by the Bijapur sultan "̂ Ali '̂ Adil Shah (r. 1557-79) or a member of his court. This hypothesis
was strengthened by the length of the volume, the quality and quantity of its miniatures, the
extensive use of gold in the manuscript, and the number of painters employed—all factors
that seemed to suggest a royal patron.

The attribution to 'Ali "̂ Adil Shah, however, was complicated by the existence of the
abovementioned note inscribed on the first folio, which reads in full: "The book of the Stars
of the Sciences by order of the emperor of Bijapur, Ibrahim fagat guru, bought by Nawâb
Sayyid Rustam Khan.'"* While the use of jagat guru, a commonly used epithet of Ibrahim
'Adil Shah II, confirms that the manuscript was at one stage in the possession of the royal
library of the Bijapur sultanate, the fact that the book is said to have been "bought" by
Nawäb Sayyid Rustam Khân on the orders of Ibrahim implies that the book may not have
originally been produced by the "̂ Adil Shâhi kärkhäna (workshop); had it been, there would

6. Since the publication of Sergei Tourkin's article. "Astrological Images in Two Persian Manuscripts." in Pearls
of the Orient: Asian Treasures from the Wellcome Library, ed. Nigel Allen (London; Serindia. 2003). 73-86, many
scholars have suspected that the Wellcome Library contained fragments of another copy of the Nujum al-'ulum. See
Hutton. Art of the Court of Bijapur, 51. The recent digitization of several pages of the manuscript Per. Ms. 373,
under the "Turning the Pages" project of the Wellcome Institute, by Nicolaj Serikoff. has now officially recognized
the Wellcome manuscript as a copy of the Nujum al-'ulUm. See http://library.wellcome.ac.uk/ttp.html (accessed
December 3. 2010). I thank Deborah Hutton for alerting me to the existence of the Wellcome manuscript and its
probable identity.

7. See Arnold. Library of Chester Beatty, 3-4; Kramrisch. Painting in the Deccan, 120-42; Barrett, "Painting at
Bijapur." 142-59; Zebrowski, Deccani Painting; Goetz. "La peinture indienne," 281-83; Leach. Mughal and Other
Indian Paintings. 819-26; Barrett and Gray. Treasures of Asia, 117-21.

8. This is important to note in light of textual references to rulers and territories that by 1570 were no longer
independent, as will be discussed below.

9. Chester Beatty MS IN2, f 171r. I have not managed to identify a Nawâb Sayyid Rustam Khân in Ibrâhîm
'Adil Shah's Bijapur. Rustam Khân was not an uncommon name, and may. in fact, have been an honorific title for
a brave soldier.
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have been no reason for it to have been purchased by the sultan. '" On the other hand, this
inscription is hardly conclusive evidence against the Bijapur origin of the book, since the
book might have been lost, stolen, or sold during the turbulent period of regencies (1580-90)
that followed 'Ali's death, and reacquired by Ibrahim at a later date." Moreover, as Leach
emphasizes, the entire attribution to ^Ali's royal kärkhäna was itself speculative since "the
author [. . .] does not specifically state that he was in the royal circle nor dedicate his treatise
to a sultan. . . ."'^ Thus, she conjectures, the book could have been originally compiled by a
Bijapur nobleman in the 1570s, and only later purchased for the royal library by Ibrahim. '-̂
As a result the inscription failed to shake the scholarly consensus that the manuscript had
Bijapur origins.

THE BIRTH OF VENUS

Although the manuscript contains neither a full colophon nor an authorial claim in the
introduction, the two most likely places where a Persian author might identify himself, a
close reading of the text unexpectedly reveals at least two explicit authorial attributions and
a third indirect corroboration. These confirm not only that the manuscript is of Bijapur ori-
gin, but also that the author was, or at least claimed to be, none other than 'Ali "̂ Ädil Shah
himself, the reigning sultan of Bijapur. ''' The first instance refers to the author by name, the
second refers to him by his commonly used titles, and the third confirms the author's abode
in the sultanate of Bijapur without naming him. As such, the first authorial claim explicitly
establishes '̂ Ali's authorship while the other two claims, by themselves insufficient to estab-
lish 'All's authorship beyond any doubt, provide confirmation.

The first attribution occurs quite suddenly near the start of the eighth section {fast) of the
second chapter. This chapter provides brief descriptions of the movements of the nine heav-
enly bodies, including the sun and moon, five planets, and two phenomena—the ascending
and descending nodes of the moon known as rah (head) and dhanab (tail); '-'' followed by
lengthier anthropomorphized descriptions of these bodies, the related zodiac signs (buruf),
lunar mansions (manäzil), and degrees (darafät) of each planet; and the fixed and moving
stars. The anthropomorphized descriptions of each planet commence with general details

10. On the use of the itrmjagat guru for Ibrahim 'Ädil Shah II, see Nazir Ahmad, Kitäb-i-Nauras by Ibrahim
'Adit Shah II (New Delhi: Bharatiya Kala Kendra, 1956); Richard M. Eaton, Sufis of Bijapur, 1300-1700: Social
Roles of Sufis in Medieval India (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1978).

11. 'Ali's nephew. Ibrahim 'Ädil Shah II. was only nine at the time of his uncle's death, .so control of the sultan-
ate passed into the hands of a series of regents acting in concert with his aunt, Chand Bibi. These regents, including
Kamil Khân, Kishwar Khan, Ikhlas Khan Habshi, Afzal Khân, Shah AbQ 1-Hasan, and Dilawar Khân Habshi, came
from rival political factions.

12. Leach, Mughal and Other Indian Paintings, 820.
13. Ibid.

14. Spurious authorship claims and pseudepigraphic works were not uncommon in the medieval Islamicate
world, with authors attributing their works to more famous individuals, frequently scholars, politicians, or rulers.
It is frequently claimed, for example, that the second part of al-Ghazâli's Naslhat al-muluk is not authentic; see
the discussion in Omid Safi, The Politics of Knowledge in Premodem Islam: Negotiating Ideology and Religious
Inquiry (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 2006), chap. 4.

15. Indie astrology recognized nine planets: SOrya (sun), Candra (moon). Mángala (Mars), Budha (Mercury),
Guru or Brhaspati (Jupiter), Sukra (Venus), áani (Saturn), Rahu, and Ketu. In Islamic astrology there were seven
planets—Äftüb or Shams (sun), Oamar (moon), Mirrikh (Mars), 'Utarid (Mercury). Mushtari (Jupiter), Zuhra
(Venus), and Zuhal (Saturn)—but as in Indie astrology and many other forms of Eurasian astrology, the anthropo-
morphized lunar nodes ra's (San. rahu) and dhanab (San. ketu) were understood to be equally influential in astro-
logical matters. See W. Hartner, "al-Djawzahar or al-Djawzahr," Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed., ed. P J. Bearman
et al. (Leiden: Brill, 1960-2004).
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of the planet's nature, followed by a list of objects associated with or "liked by" the planet,
including food, drink, types of trees and fiowers, types of people, regions, rivers, musical
instruments, and so on. The eighth section of the second chapter is dedicated to the planet
Zuhra (Venus) and follows the pattern seen in earlier sections of the chapter describing other
planets, commencing by detailing Zuhra's general characteristics. The planet is said to be the
smaller auspicious one, female, and nocturnal, and the names of its father (Artavi Chushm
Bhär GQâ) and mother (Kalbana) are given. The author continues:

The place of her birth is iti a fort (qal'at) on [the summit of | ati extremely high moutitaiti, which
is in the jurisdiction (qalamrav) and environs of the inhabited and cultivated coutitry. The writer
(räqim) of these traditions and the narrator (näqil) of these problems and stories, the servant of
the people of the house of the Prophet of Allah, is named '̂ All, known as 'Ädil Shah. The name
ofthat fort is Bhura [?] and it is in the jurisdiction and among the villages of the Mälivär [?] and
sitice it is related that on that mountain there is a cave, inside that cave Bhär Güä saw her birth
at the time of the second watch of Friday. Her country (mulk) and region [vilâyat] are from the
frontiers/confines of Bhura [?] to this side of the fast river Bhadru [?!. '̂

As can be seen, the first authorship claim is embedded within a passage that, like much
of the Nujüm, tightly interweaves Indie, Islamicate, and local beliefs and traditions about
astrology, geography, and the cosmos. The complexity of this passage is enhanced by the
uncertain orthography of the place names and by smudges on crucial pieces of information
in both Chester Beatty manuscripts, and therefore requires some explanation. According to
this passage Venus, or Zuhra, is said to have been born in the fort of Bhura, which is located
on a high mountain in what seems to be an area called the Mâlivâr, and as a result possesses
the land found between the fort of Bhura and the banks of a fast-flowing river called Bhadru.
The fort of Bhura seems to be somehow connected with the Bijapur sultan, "̂ All "̂ Ädil Shah I,
who has written the manuscript.

The idea that a planet could be bom on a terrestrial mountain draws from much older
Hindu understandings of the creation, according to which a number of Prajapatis were tasked
with creating the world. One of these Prajapatis was, depending on the account, the maharsi
(great sage) or the asura (demon) Bhrgu, sometimes said to be the son of Brahma. Bhrgu was
said to have produced a family of descendants from each of his births, some of whom were
sages (the Bhrguvarns'a) and some of whom were a minor class of gods (the Bhrgus). '̂  Dur-
ing the earlier yugas (cycles), gods and men were thought to freely intermingle on the earth.
In certain Hindu traditions Bhrgu is also listed as one of the Saptarsis (the seven sages), and
said to be the father of Hindu astrology, to whom is popularly attributed authorship of the
first astrological treatise, the Bhrgu-Sarnhitä. '̂  In the Mahähhärata Bhrgu was said to be the
father (or perhaps the grandfather) of áukra, the powerful magician who almost killed Agni
and was the preceptor of the asuras. '̂  At some stage Sukra also became associated with the
planet known in the West as Venus. According to M. Ramakrishna Bhat, in Hindu astrology
each of the nine planetary deities (navagraha) was thought to have been born in the gotra
(family) of a particular sage; as a planet, Sukra retained his filial relationship to Bhrgu, hav-
ing been bom in the gotra of the sage Bhrgu. ̂ o In the Nujüm passage this Indian genealogy

16. Chester Beatty MS IN2, f. 43v.
17. George M. Williams, Handbook of Hindu Mythology (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 2003), 85.
18. See, for example, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhrigu_Samhita (accessed May 19, 2010).
19. Williams, Handbook, 275-76. See also The Mahabharat, Book 1, The Sambhava Parva, tr. Kisari Mohan

Ganguli, vol. LXVI: 137, at http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/mOl/index.htm (accessed November 18, 2010).
20. M. Ramakrishna Bhat, Essentials of Horary Astrology or Prasnapadavi (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1992),

42-43.
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is transposed onto the planet Zuhra, although, in conformity with the traditions of Islamicate
astrology, Zuhra is identified as female, whereas Hindu tradition sees Sukra as male. Like
Sukra, Zuhra's father is said to be Bhrgu—although the scribe of the Nujum spells the name
Bhär Guä.

The geographical locations mentioned in the Nujum passage have proved more difficult
to identify, in part due to the illegibility of the manuscripts. According to Bhat, in Hindu
astrological tradition Sukra is said to have been bom in the Bhojakata country, which Hem-
chandra Raychaudhuri, Wolseley Haig, and V. V. Mirashi identify with the modern village
of Bhatkuli, in the present-day Amaravati district of Maharashtra. 2' Although Bhurä, as it
appears in the Nujum, may be a corruption of Bhatkuli or Bhojakata, the word is not close
enough for a conclusive identification to be made. The Nujum reference to "Mälivär" may
be a corruption of the word Melghät, an earlier term for the range of hills in Amravati dis-
trict now known as the Satpura hills, 22 although several cognate names identify variously
a range of hills near Raichur,2-^ a village near (now a suburb in) the city of Ahmadnagar, 2-*
and a village from which pilgrims bring images of the Saiva god Mhasoba on pilgrimage
to Daund.25 The "fast-fiowing Bhadru" may refer to the Bhadra river, which originates in
the Western Ghats and flows eastwards through the present day state of Karnataka until it
joins the Tunga river at Koodli, near Shivamogga, and continues on as the Tungabhadra, a
major tributary of the Krishna river. While this is the closest match in terms of orthogra-
phy, I have not located any other textual sources that connect this river to Venus. In Hindu
astrological traditions Venus is said to be connected to the countries watered by the rivers
Vitasta, Vipasa, Iravati, and Chandrabhaga—all traditionally identified with rivers of the
Punjab. 2̂- However, the Chandrabhaga, at least, also has Deccan affiliations: the Bhima river
near Pandhapur is locally known as Chandrabhaga because of its half-moon shape, 2'' and

21. Bhat, Essentials, 43; Hemchandra Raychaudhuri, "Part 1: The Geography of the Deccan," in The Early
History of the Deccan, ed. G Yazdani (Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, 1982), 24; W. Haig, "History:
The Mahabharat," in Gazetteers of the Bombay Presidency, Amraoti District (Bombay: Gazetteers Dept., 1983),
online at http://www.mahara.shtra.gov.in/pdf/gazetteer_reprint/Amravati/hon)e.html; V. V. Mirashi, "Ancient His-
tory," in Maharashtra State Gazetteers. Amravati District (Bombay: Directorate of Government Printing, Stationary
and Publishing. 1968). online at http://www.niaharashtra.gov.in/english/gazetteer/AMRAVATI/home.htnil. Interest-
ingly, Bhatkuli is al.so linked indirectly with Bhrgu through the royal Vidarbha siblings Rukmini and Rukmin. After
Rukmini was seized and married by Krsna against her brother's will, local tradition holds that Rukmin founded a
new city of Bhojakata. now Bhatkuli, rather than return to the capital of Vidarbha. In the Purânas, Rukmini became
identified as an incarnation of Devi, who had first incarnated as the daughter of Bhrgu. See Williams Handbook
250.

22. Gazetteers, Amraoti District, at http://www.maharashtra.gov.in/pdf/gazetteer_reprint/Amravati/gen_
boundaries.html*.

23. K. Abhishankar, ed., Raichur Gazetteer (Bangalore: Government of Karnataka, 1970), online at http://
gazetteer.kar.nic.in/get_chap.asp (accessed May 10, 2010); M. Ramakrishna Bhat, ed. and tr, Varähamihira's Brhat
Samhitä (Delhi: Motilal Banarsida.ss, 1981-82), vol. 1: 168.

24. Pramod Gadre (Cultural Archaeology of Ahmadnagar [Delhi: B. R. Publishing Corporation, 1986], 21)
mentions the area of Ahmadnagar known as Maliwadi.

25. Anne Feldhaus, Connected Places: Religion, Pilgrimage and Geographical Imagination in India (New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 32, 228 n. 44.

26. Bhat, Essentials, 41. For the identification of these rivers with the Punjabi rivers Jhelum, Beas, Ravi, and
Chenab, see D. C. Sircar, Studies in the Geography of Ancient and Medieval India (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass,
1990), 52. The Iravati is also traditionally identified as the Irawaddy in Burma.

27. Maharastra State Gazetteers, Sholapur District (Bombay: Gazetteers Department, Government of Maha-
rashtra, 1977), online at http://www.maharashtra.gov.in/english/gazetteer/Solapur/places_Pandharpur.html. In the
context of the connection between Rukmirii, Bhrgu, and Bhatkuli discussed in n. 21 above, it is interesting to regis-
ter that there is a temple to Rukmipi (called Rakhumai) at Pandharpur.
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one of the most important tributaries of the Puma river in Amaravati district is also called
the Chandrabhaga.-^ Finally, the possihility must also be admitted that the reading "Bhadru"
may be a corruption of other river names, including the Wardha or the Purna, both of which
run through present-day Maharashtra.

The most curious element of this passage, however, is the authorial attribution. As noted
above, the attribution comes at an unexpected juncture—in the middle of the second chapter,
apropos, it would seem, of nothing. And yet, given the studied nature of Persian texts, it is
highly unlikely that such important information would be included at random. Thus, it would
seem that 'Alî "̂ Adil Shah is trying to connect himself in some way with the places mentioned
in the passage and, by extension, with the planet Zuhra. It could be surmised that '̂ Ah "̂ Ädil
Shah was claiming that the areas belonging to Zuhra were under his rule; by stating that the
planet Zuhra was actually born in his kingdom, he would be making an explicit claim to
the protection and auspiciousness of Zuhra, for himself and, by extension, for the kingdom
of Bijapur. However, if this is the case, these geographical claims must be seen within the
context of the territorial rivalries and expansionist ambitions of the mid-sixteenth-century
Deccan rulers, since much of the area said to be Zuhra's country was not within the boundar-
ies of the Bijapur sultanate. From ca. 1489 until 1568, the area around Amaravati was part
of the 'Imâd Shâhî sultanate of Berâr.-'* In 1568, with the tacit agreement of ^Alî 'Adil Shah,
Murtadâ Nizam Shah invaded and conquered Berar and subsumed the territory into the sul-
tanate of Ahmadnagar. Although the date of the completion of the Nujüm al-'ulüm was 1570,
mention of ^Imâd Shah as the ruler of Berâr elsewhere in the text (see below) suggests that
it may have been partially completed before the conquest of Berâr in 1568. By including his
authorship claim in this passage, '̂ Alî "̂ Adil Shah may therefore have been claiming kingship
over areas that belonged to one of his neighbors, either Daryâ ^Imâd Shah or Murtadä Nizâm
Shah. Moreover, if the river mentioned in the passage is indeed the Bhadra, 'Alî 'Adil Shah
was also claiming a wide swath of land that until 1565 had been under the control of his
southern neighbor, Vijayanagar. If, on the other hand, the river mentioned referred to the
Bhima, ^Alî "̂ Adil Shah was identifying Zuhra's special lands with areas that he currently
ruled, but that were frequently the object of wars between the "̂ Adil Shâhî and the Nizâm
Shâhî sultanates.^"

The contention that "̂ Alî "̂ Adil Shah was trying to assert a special connection between
himself and Zuhra finds further support later in the Nujüm's description of Zuhra. After
listing the planet's likes and dislikes, the author gives a description of Zuhra's appearance,
which is followed closely by the artist illustrating this section, with the exception of one
crucial detail. Zuhra is described as having four arms, each of which holds a different object,
and the artist has dutifully illustrated her holding a ewer, a plumb line, a mirror, and a
book."*' However, the artist omitted to make clear something that the text specifies: Zuhra is

28. Gazetteer, Amravati District, online at http://www.maharashtra.gov.in/english/gazetteer/AMRAVATI/gen_

rivers.html.
29. The precise dates of the independence of the Bahmani governors are still unclear. See Radhey Shyam, "The

'Imad Shahis," in History of Medieval Deccan (1295-1724), vol. 1: Mainly Political and Military Aspects, ed. H. K.
Sherwani and P M. Joshi (Hyderabad: Government of Andhra Pradesh, 1973), 279. For a map of the approximate
borders of the Deccan sultanate, see p. 237 below.

30. The river Bhima, particularly the portion known as Chandrabhaga, runs through the district of Sholapur, the
control of whose fort was the frequent cause of wars between the 'Ädil Shähis and Nizâm Shähis.

31. See the plate in Leach, Mughal and Other Indian Paintings, 836. Leach mistakes the plumb line for a
necklace and the mirror for a spear (p. 838). but the text is quite clear, using the word äyina ('mirror') and the phrase
rismän ke ahl-i 'imârat be an had va mahdüd mi binand ("the rope that builders use to see boundaries and limits").
Chester Beatty MS IN2, f. 43r.
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not holding just any book, but a book on astrology, a kitäb al-nufüm. This detail has multiple
levels of meaning. As has been discussed above, some Hindu traditions regarding Venus's
father Bhrgu see him as the father of astrology and the author of the first astrological trea-
tise; Zuhra could therefore be holding Bhrgu's book. However, as the section describing
Venus in the Nujilm has just revealed, 'Ali 'Ädil Shah is the author of this very book on
astrology, and therefore Zuhra could also be holding his book. This detail, which he would
surely have intended the artist to depict, could have been another way for "̂ Ali 'Adil Shah to
re-emphasize the special relationship between the ruler of Bijapur and the auspicious planet
Zuhra, by means of a written and a visual pun. 'Ali 'Adil Shah and Bhrgu are both the authors
of astrological treatises, and both have a special connection with Zuhra's birth by virtue of
the geographical places mentioned—'Ali 'Adil Shah because he claims possession of them,
Bhrgu because he witnessed Zuhra's birth in them.

Further support for the Bijapur origins of the author is found in another description of a
heavenly body. The description of the ascending lunar node, ra's, also contains a reference
to a connection between the "compiler" (mu'allif) and a Deccani river, this time the "Krisnâ
[sic], which is within the boundaries of the country of the compiler of this book."^- Interest-
ingly, 'Ali 'Adil Shah is not explicitly named here, perhaps because ra's was known to be
inauspicious, unlike Zuhra. However, as the Krishna ran through the sultanate of Bijapur,
this passage reinforces the earlier authorial claim of 'Ali 'Adil Shah.

THE KURUM CHAKRAM

A second explicit authorial claim also occurs in the context of local place names. The
lengthy and heavily illustrated fifth chapter" of the manuscript is devoted to cakra (here
called chakram) or astrological charts drawn to determine the eñ^ect of the heavens on a
particular ritually important object or a specific action about to be undertaken. Both the con-
tents and the vocabulary of this chapter seem more Indie than Islamicate, and much of the
information remains somewhat opaque, since the author never fully explains the process of
drawing or using the charts, nor their purpose or wider significance. Leach argues that per-
haps the author himself did not fully understand the information he was compiling, although
it is also possible that the book was intended to serve as a manual for those already possess-
ing basic horary skills rather than as an in-depth philosophical explanation for the science
behind the charts.

The chapter opens with a description of the astrological chart called slhäsan chakram,
used for determining the time of the ruler (pädishäh) sitting on the throne, followed by a
description of the astrological charts required for the construction of, respectively, the royal
umbrella (chatr chakram), the flywhisks (chamar chakram), the fan (vifan chakram), and
the palanquin (dürka chakram), these are followed by a chart for choosing servants (käkani
chakram), a chart to enable the inquirer to find out how beneficial a place or a person may be
for him (unnamed and possibly incorrectly bound), and a chart for seeing auguries (mätrkä
chakram). Both the names of these charts and the accompanying descriptions include a sig-
nificant number of Indie terms, which are frequently, but not always, qualified by the equiva-
lent Persian words.

32. Chester Beatty MS IN2, f 53v.

33. The 1570 manuscript of the Nujûm al-'ulum is bound in a fairiy disordered state. As it currently stands, this
chapter on cakra is the fifth chapter, following chapter one on angels, chapter two on the planets, chapter three on
talismans, and chapter four on magic spells. According to the text at the beginning of this chapter, however, and
to ti\efihrist (contents) at the beginning of the manuscript, the chapter on cakra was originally the third chapter.
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The eighth section of this chapter is a description of kurum chakram, which, the text
explains, is an astrological chart in the shape of a tortoise (läk-pusht in Persian, kHrma in
Sanskrit) with his head facing to the east, his tail to the west.̂ "* The reader is instructed to
draw a circle with a compass and then to divide that circle into nine sections by means of
drawing two horizontal and two vertical lines. ^̂  Orienting the chart so that east is at the
top, the reader should draw the tortoise's head outside the top middle section of the circle,
and his tail outside the bottom middle section of the circle. The three sections on the right
of the tortoise's head should be considered the right front leg, the right side, and the right
back leg of the tortoise, respectively. The three sections on the left of the tortoise's head
comprise the left front leg, the left side, and the left back leg, respectively, while the remain-
ing central section of the circle is to be considered the tortoise's belly. In each of these nine
sections—starting with the belly, then the head, the right-hand side, the tail, and the left-hand
side—the reader is instructed to write the names of three naksatras (lunar asterisms) in their
established order. ̂ ^ Following this, the author lists the countries, geographical features, and
regions related to each of the nine sections, together with a brief description to aid identifica-
tion. These descriptions presume the reader's knowledge of traditional Hindu cosmological
geography, ancient history, and contemporary geopolitical reality. Thus. "Kaniâkabuj [Kan-
yakubja], which is the city of KanQj [Kanauj]" and "Mathurâ, which is the city of Kishtan
[Krishna]"-" are among those countries related to tbe tortoise's stomach, whereas "Kushal is
towards Ayduyâ [Ayodhya], which is the place of the throne of Rast, and the country of Berâr,
which is the country of Îmâd al-Mulk, the seat of his government, AlchbQr [ElichpQr]" ^^ are
related to the right foot of the tortoise.

The third authorial claim of the manuscript is made in the description of the countries
related to the right side of the tortoise:

And the other regions that are related to its right side, which is south, are these: Mähyinder,
meaning the country of Gujarat; Dardur [Dadura] [which] is a flourishing mountain; Kanäriyä in
the direction of the south; Täbi [the Tapti river] meaning it is in Khändish—that is the country
of Purhânpûr [sic], which is located on the river. And Vanaväs [Vanavasi], which has been men-
tioned earlier, is in the direction of Sinhal, meaning Singaldip, which is known as the mountain
of Silän; Shiri Kari Parvat, that is, the mountain of Arjun; Lanka . . . [sic]', Kishan Kundhä
[Kishkindha], meaning it is Anagundhi [Anegundi], Bhim Riy, meaning the country that is in
the environs of the river Bhinwär and some of that is the part of the country of the pädishäh
'älam panäh, the interpreter (mutarjim) of the said work, [it] is bhübhäl dis. It is therefore these
countries that are related to these three näkshatras [sic]: Utarä, Hast and Chiträ [Uttarä or Uttara-
phalguni. Hasta, ^'

34. /furum C/iíjitram, Chester Beatty MS IN2, ff. 181v-183r.

35. See illustration.
36. The conventional order of the twenty-seven or twenty-eight lunar asterisms in Indie astrology is as follows:

As'vini, Bharani, Krttikä, Rohitii, Mrgaáiras, Ärdrä, Punarvasu, Pusya, Äs'lesä, Maghâ, PQrvä or PQrva-phalguni,
Uttarâ or Uttara-phalguni, Hasta, Citrä, Svâti, Viaâkhâ, Anurâdhâ, Jyesthâ, MQla, PQrva-âsâdhâ, Uttara-âsâdhâ,
áravana, aravisthâ, aatabhisâ or aatatârakâ, PQrva-bhâdrapadâ, Uttara-bhâdrapadâ, Revati. However, the earlier
enumeration of the natmtras in the NujUm does not follow this conventional order, and the author lists thirty-nine
asterisms rather than twenty-seven or twenty-eight, although some of these are repeated. See Leach, Mughal and
Other Indian Paintings, 831. In the description of the kurum chakram diagram the reader is instructed to com-
mence filling in the segments with the third naksatra Krttikâ, but the subsequent layout of the naksatras follows the
conventional order, with the last segment of the diagram to be filled in containing Revati, Aávini, and Bharani, the
twenty-seventh, first, and second naksatras, respectively.

37. Chester Beatty MS IN2,ff. 181 v-181r. . . . "'
38. Ibid., f. 181r. ' ! '
39. Chester Beatty MS IN2, f. I81r. Emphasis added.
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The Kurum Chakram, Nujum al-'UlQm, Bijapur, 1570. Chester Beatty Library Ms. In 02, 1.183v. By
kind permission of the trustees of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin.

Once again, the density of this passage requires some elucidation. The division of the
known world according to lunar asterisms seems to have been an ancient tradition among
astrologers; it is found in the Väyu-Puräna and Varâhamihira's Brhat-Scmhitä, as well as
later7>oi«a (astrological) texts."*" The great Muslim scientist AbQ Rayhân al-Bîrûnï (d. ca.
442/1050) also describes this tradition and suggests that the shape of the diagram represent-
ing this division resembled a tortoise and thus gave rise to the name "Kürma-chakra, i.e. the

40. Bhat, Brhat Sarnhitä (above, n. 23), 166.
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tortoise-circle or the tortoise-shape.'"" Many of the places mentioned in the Nujum's kurum
chakram are also mentioned in these eariier texts, although the Nujüm's list omits some
places that appear in the Brhat-Sarnhitä and in al-Birûni's Tahqlq mä li-l-Hind, and renames
others. Later chapters in the Nujum suggest that the author had access either to a (possibly
defective) copy of the Brhat-Samhitä, or a summary in a later jyotisa text, or even to a
Persian translation of the Samhitä.'^- On the other hand, neither Varäliamihira nor al-Birûni
suggests any catarchic use for the kurum chakram, to which the author of the Nujum devotes
considerable space once he has listed the division of the countries, which suggests that this
chapter is based on a different/yoiwa tradition.

A jyotisa tradition that does envisage a catarchic use for this diagram is found in the
Märkandeya-Puräna, most widely known for its lengthy section in praise of the goddess,
the Devl-mähätmyani.'^^ In an earlier canto of this puräna, the sage Märkandeya discusses
geography with his disciple Kraustuki. After a description of the earth, its continents, forests,
rivers, lakes, and mountains, in canto 58 Märkandeya turns to a discussion of the kürma
vibhañga, or the divisions of the tortoise.'̂ '̂  India is described as resting upon Visnu in
the form of a tortoise, and Märkandeya names the various peoples and the corresponding
naksatras that pertain to each of the nine divisions of this tortoise. This is followed by an
explanation of how each group of countries and their corresponding constellations undergo
calamity when their presiding planets are occulted (and, conversely, how they prosper when
each planet is favorably situated) and advises the undertaking of propitiatory rites in order
to counteract these calamities.

Phillip Wagoner has established that the Märkandeya-Puräna was not only circulating
in the medieval Deccan, but was considered a relevant and important text among the elite.
Indeed, in the early fourteenth century a Telugu translation, the Märkandeya-Puränamu was
made by Maraña for his patron Nägaya Ganna, the commander of the Kâkatîya fort at Waran-
gal."*̂  This strengthens the suggestion that some version of the jyotisa tradition found in that
puräna may have been one of the sources for the Nujum's discussion of the kurum chakram.
Nevertheless the correspondence between the two texts is not close enough to conclude
that 'Ali 'Ädil Shah was drawing directly on the Märkandeya-Puräna. For a start, there is
a difference in emphasis: while the Nujum lists the geographical places that fall in the nine
divisions of the tortoise, the Märkandeya-Puräna lists the peoples who are to be included in
each division. Many of these peoples are described with a geographical marker, for example,
"the people who dwell by the Käveri," but others are not, including the "Väji-kesas, the
Dirgha-grivas and the Cûlikas.'"*^ As a result, the lists rarely tally exactly. Secondly, the

41. Edward C. Sachau, ed., Aiberuni's India: An Account of the Religion, Philosophy, Literature, Geography,
Chronology, Astronomy. Customs. Laws, and Astrology of India about A.D. 1030 (New Delhi: Asian Educational
Services, 2004), vol. 1: 297.

42. From a comparison between the chapter on swords in the Nujum al-'ulum and chapter 47 in the Tarjuma-i
barähi sanghitä, 'Abd al-'Aziz Shams's Persian translation of the Brhat-Sanihitâ commissioned by FirQz Shah
Tughluq, it can be concluded that 'Ali 'Ädil Shah did not rely on the Tarjuma-i barähi sanghitä. but used another
version of the Brhat-Samhitä. either a translation or the Sanskrit original. See E. J. Flatt, "Courtly Culture in the
Indo-Persian States of the Medieval Deccan: 1450-1600" (Ph.D. diss., Univ. of London, 2008), 188-90.

43. I thank the anonymous reviewer of this article for alerting me to the relevance of the Märkandeya-Puräna
to the discussion at hand.

44. F E. Pargiter, ed. and tr., Märkandeya Puräna (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1904). canto 58: 348-87.
45. Phillip B. Wagoner, "Delhi. Warangal and Kâktiya Historical Memory," Deccan Studies I (2002): 23-24.

As Wagoner relates, after the fall of Warangal, Nâgaya Ganna was taken to Delhi, converted, and took service with
the Tughluq sultans, adopting the name Malik MaqbOl and the title khän-ijahän.

46. Pargiter, Märkandeya, 364, 374. '
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catarchic uses of both diagrams appear to be slightly different: the Mârkandeya-Purâna dia-
gram allows an astrologer to .see which peoples will be affected when any planet is occulted,
and suggests that evil can be forestalled by the use of propitiatory rites.'*'' However, the
Nujüm conceives of the kurum chakram as a tool to discover when one planet—Zuhal (Sat-
urn)—will affect any given set of countries, and in which way—plague, drought, flood, or
war—allowing the questioner to make decisions based on this information. Four catarchic
uses are specified in the Nujüm: the kurum-i zamîn should be used for decisions on when to
declare war on an enemy country in order to maximize the chances of success for the king;
the kurum-i desh and the kurum-i shahr should be used for an individual to discover whether
or not a particular region or city will be beneficial for him; and the kurum-i tali' for individu-
als to discover their own fortune. "*•*

Rather than trying to identify the precise source of the Nujüm's kurum chakram, however,
it might be better to regard the countries included as a stock list, which formed part of the
jyotisa sastra and which was modified hy successive generations who added and "translated"
certain places in order to reflect contemporary geopolitical realities. Thus, the Nujüm men-
tions Dadur as a flourishing mountain, hut omits Malaya, which is listed by Varâhamihira,
al-Bîrûnî, and Mârkandeya, who describe Dadur and Malaya as "twin mountains" in the
south.'•^ The Nujüm author translates the ancient term Akara, used by Varâhamihira and
al-BîrOnî for the area around Malwa, into current nomenclature; referring to the river Tâbî,
or Tapti, to mean Khandesh and its contemporary city of Burhanpur, built on that river.*"
Vanavas appears to be a reference to Varâhamihira's and al-BîrOnî's Vanavasi, which Bhat
identifies as modern-day Banavasi, in northern Kamataka, but which al-BîrOnî mentions is
"on the coast."-''' The Nujüm identifies it as near Sînhal, or Sîngaldîp, the mountain of Sîlân,
which may suggest a coastal location facing the island of Sri Lanka. Rather than describing
Kishkindha as the "country of the monkeys," as does al-Bîrûnî, referring to the Râmâyana
tale of Vâlin and Sugriva, the Nujüm author identifies it more precisely with the town of Ane-
gundi, frequently considered the mother-city of the rival Vijayanagar empire and residence
of the Vijayanagar ruler, under the protection of "̂ Alî 'Adil Shah in the immediate aftermath
of the battle of Talikota in 1565.-"̂ - It may even be for current geopolitical reasons that "̂ Alî
'Adil Shah associates Kishkindha with the south, rather than following the tradition used by
Varâhamihira, Mârkandeya, and al-Bîrûnî, which associated Kishkindha with the southeast;
following the hattle of Talikota, "̂ Alî ^Adil Shah claimed much of the territory of the Vijaya-
nagar empire. Of course, the attribution of Kishkindha to the south may also have been an
innocent mistake or corruption that occurred in the traditions over the course of centuries of
modifications.

47. Pargiter, Märkarideya, 385-86.
48. Chester Beatty MS IN2. fí. 182v-182r.
49. Bhat identifies Malaya with the "southern part of the western Ghats from the Nilgiris to Cape Comorin." and

mentions its association with the Pandyas in the Mahäbhärata. "Dardura is identified with the Nilgiris or Palni Hills.
Kâlidâsa compares these two mountains to the bosoms of Earth." Bhat, Brhat Sarnhitä, 173.

50. Bhat notes Hendrik Kern's identification of Akara "with modern Khandesh. The word occurs in the inscrip-
tion of Rudradaman I. Therein it denotes ea.stem Malwa. The name is still preserved in Agar, 35 miles north east of
Ujjain." Bhat. Brhat Samhitä, 173.

51. Sachau, Alberuni's India. 301. The Märkarideya Puräna refers to "the people who wear matted hair in
Krauñca-dvipa," which. Pargiter argues, was another name for Vanavasi. Pargiter suggests this may either have been
situated between the Godavari and Bhima rivers, or may have been a reference to Banavasi in northern Kamataka.
Pargiter. Mârkandeya, 364.

52. The battle of Talikota is also variously known as Rakshas-Tagadi, or Banihatti.
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A scribal error is most likely responsible for the Nufüm's location of Mahindra in Gujarat;
I have found no evidence of a Mahindra located in Gujarat. Mârkandeya describes Mahendra
as a mountain, and Bhat (Brhat Samhitä, 173) identifies the name with the "entire chain of
hills extending from Ganjam to Tinnevelly," i.e., from Orissa to present-day Tamil Nadu,
now known as the eastern Ghats. This change in location may have had its origin in the
accidental replacement of the letter p with the letter r, hypothetically turning a reference to
Gajapat (the ruling dynasty of Orissa) into Gujarat. Lanka's descriptive phrase is missing in
the Nufüm manuscript, further suggesting that the scribe was using a corrupt, illegible, or
incomplete source for his information.

However, the most interesting part of this passage is the third authorial claim ("Bhim
Riy, meaning the country that is in the environs of the river Bhinwâr and some of that is
the part of the country of the pädishäh ^älam panäh, the interpreter of the said work, [it]
is bhübhäl dis"), which again takes place in the context of a geographical description, and
even more specifically, again together with the mention of a river. Given the conventions of
Persian orthography, it seems logical to identify the river as the river Bhima, which certainly
did run through the territory of the Bijapur sultanate. The term bhübhäl dis [des'a] seems
to reinforce the royal associations of the area. Bhübhäl is probably a Persianization of the
Sanskrit and Marathi term hhüpäla 'king', and the phrase therefore implies that Bhim Riy
is "the country of the king."-^"* However, in their description of the countries relating to the
south, both Varâhamihira and al-Birüni mention a different river—the river Vena, which
Bhat identifies with the modern Wainganga.'''* The Wainganga flows through eastern Maha-
rashtra, an area that would have been part of the 'Imâd Shâhi sultanate at the time of the
Nufüm's composition.''^ That the Bhima and not the Vena was actually the river intended in
the Nujum is strengthened by several other factors. Firstly, the use of the epithet pädishäh
'älam panäh ('emperor, refuge of the world') for the interpreter. Although '^älam panäh
was hardly an unusual title for an emperor, we know from contemporary official Persian
documents that 'Ali 'Adil Shah frequently used both the title ^älam panäh and the synony-
mous titley'a/îân panäh.^^ Indeed, in one version of Rafi' al-Din Shirâzi's sixteenth-century
chronicle, Tadhkirat al-mulük, the scribe starts his account of 'Ali 'Adil Shah as follows:

Fifth Chapter: A description of the reigti of the jahan panäh Shah 'All 'Adil Shah. Every time
that the name jahan panäh is mentioned in these pages, the meaning is Shah 'All 'Adil Shah.'^

Secondly, since Berar, which the Nujum defines as the country of 'Imâd al-Mulk, and his
capital Elichpür are explicitly mentioned among the countries of the southeast, associated
with the naksatras Aslisha [AsTesâ], Maghâ, and Burba [Pürvä], it is unlikely that the Wain-
ganga, a river near Berar, would be associated with another direction and a different set of

53. See J. T Molesworth. A Dictionary. Marathi and English, 2nd ed. (Bombay: Bombay Education Society
Press, 1857). 617. The Persian b is frequently used for the letter/? in the Nujum al-'ulum.

54. Mârkandeya, on the other hand, makes indirect reference to about seven rivers in his list of peoples in the
right flank of the tortoise. These include the Veni, which Pargiter agrees is probably the Wainganga. the Krauñca-
dvîpa—a doab between, he suggests, the Godavari and Bhima rivers, or else the Warda river; the Kâverî; the
Krena-dvîpa—a doab between either the Krishna and Bhima rivers or the Krishna and Tungabhadra rivers; and the
Tâmra-parnî. an ancient name for the modern river Chittar. Pargiter, Mârkandeya, 362-67.

55. Bhat, Brhat Satnhitä, 173. Sircar mentions that the Wainganga was previously called the Venva, however.
Sircar, Geography of Ancient and Medieval India, 58.

56. See Ganesh Hari Khare, Persian Sources of Indian History, vol. 5, pt. 1 (Pune: Bharata Itihasa Samsho-
dhaka Mándala. 1961). 189, no. 127 for a letter from 'Alî 'Adil Shah confirming the assigning of the fort of Shah-
durg, in which he refers to himself as 'älam panäh.

57. Rafî' al-Dîn Shîrâzî, Tadhkirat al-mulûk, British Library MS, Ethe 2838, LO. Islamic 3541. f 32r.
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naksatras.^^ The mention of 'Imâd Shah by means of the derogatory epithet ^Imâd al-Mulk
and the association of the interpreter with 'Ali's epithet pädishäh 'älam panäh also col-
lapse any hypothesis that the interpreter was actually the '̂ Imâd Shâhi king. Finally, in the
illustrated diagram for the kurum chctkram, which summarizes the information contained in
the preceding text, the relevant segment on the right side of the tortoise contains the phrase
"Bhinwar [sic] falls in the country of the Dakan."'^ Thus, once again, it seems fair to assume
that the author of the manuscript, or interpreter, as he more modestly refers to himself, was
"̂ Ali 'Adil Shah, or at least the sixteenth-century equivalent of a celebrity ghostwriter.'^'

Taken together, these three authorial claims produce not only a strong case for the Bijapur
origins and royal authorship of the Nufum al-htltlm, but also give insight into some of the
ways in which royal authority could be asserted in a sixteenth-century Indo-Islamicate sul-
tanate. By engaging with and inserting himself and his sultanate into older astrological, cos-
mological. and geographical traditions, 'Ali 'Ädil Shah firstly was aligning himself and his
sultanate with powerful cosmic forces that were thought to act on daily life in the physical
wodd; secondly he was asserting the antiquity of the geographical borders of the sultanate
as a coherent entity; and thirdly he was contributing to ongoing processes of standardizing
and disseminating knowledge on jyotili-sdstra (astrology) and 'ilm al-nufum (science of the
stars) among a broader audience. By virtue of the sustained attempt to document, explain,
and translate knowledge systems through an approach that intertwined divergent beliefs into
a cohetent, if broad, single cosmology, 'Ali 'Adil Shah's Nufum al-'ulüm could play an
important role in the development of a courily culture that transcended disparate ethnic,
regional, or religious identities and emphasized both "local" and "cosmopolitan" aspects of
knowledge.

'ALÎ 'ADIL SHAH AS AUTHOR

Unlike his nephew Ibrahim 'Adil Shah, whose interest in Indie traditions and Hindu
beliefs is well known, 'Ali 'Adil Shah is more commonly cast in the role of devout iconoclast
as a result of his part in the coalition of sultanates that destroyed the city of Vijayanagar in
1565. Nevertheless, the contemporary Persian sources make it clear that despite the plethora
of military campaigns in which 'Ali 'Ädil Shah was involved, his public persona was that
of a cultured man with an insatiable thirst for knowledge and an interest in the esoteric and
spiritual side of religion.''' The seventeenth-century dynastic historian Firishta mentions that
from his childhood, 'Ali "was remarkable for his ready wit and various accomplishments,"''^
while the chronicler Rafi' al-Din Shiräzi, who from the age of thiriy served as steward and
scribe at 'All 'Ädil Shah's court in Bijapur, introduces him as follows:

The emperor was generous [. . .], unrestrained, and unceremonious. He never adorned or deeo-
rated himself, nor his own palace, and he was of a Sufi temperament (sufl mashrub). From every

58. Both Varâhamihira and al-BirQni refer to Berar by the older name of Vidarbha.
59. Che.ster Beatty MS IN2, f. 183r: Bhinwar dar mulk-i Dakan väqi' ast.
60. While the suggestion that the attribution is a spurious one cannot, of course, be dismissed out of hand, it

seems unlikely that anyone outside of the court circle would have had access to the requisite resources to be able to
produce such an elaborately decorated manuscript. A ghostwriter inside the court circle is a far more likely proposi-
tion, but while the authorial attribution would not therefore be strictly true, such a writer would have been working
under the protection and guidance of 'All 'Adil Shah.

61. Firishta details about fifteen military campaigns undertaken by 'Ali 'Ädil Shah during his twelve-year rule
(1558-80).

62. See J. Briggs, tr., Hi.itory of the Rise of the Mahomedan Power in India, till the Year A D 1612 (London
1829), vol. 2: 68.
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place in the country the hermits, whether Muslim or Hindu, now went to converse with him and
he weighed each with the touchstone of proof. If he l̂ Alî] found ecstasy (hâlat) in him he hon-
ored him and took care of him and sometimes went to converse with him. And having done the
favor of honoring [him] he gave him leave. He never fettered anyone with land or property. . . .*'

Shirâzî particularly emphasizes 'Alî ^Adil Shah's fondness for reading, recounting that:

The sultan was very fond of books and reading. He had collected numerous books relating to all
types of subjects, so much so that his library had become completely full. He employed nearly
sixty people, including calligraphers, gilders, book-binders, and illuminators, who were busy all
day looking after the books in the library. ̂

The importance 'Alî ^Adil Shah attached to his books is further reflected in the appoint-
ment of pandit Sesh Wâman as librarian in charge of both the royal library (kitäbkhäna) and
palace library {mahal kitäbkhäna) at Bijapur, with a suitably generous salary of 1,000 hün
a year.*-''

^Alî 'Adil Shah's fondness for books, knowledge, and religious mendicants was, of
course, in no way incompatible with his capable and pragmatic role in the political life of
the sixteenth-century Deccan. During the first half of the sixteenth century, the various rulers
of Bijapur, Bidar, Berar, Golconda, Ahmadnagar, and Vijayanagar engaged in a bewildering
series of alliances and counter-alliances, both marital and martial, and conducted innumer-
able military campaigns over a series of contested frontier forts that changed hands with
startling regularity. Yet, neither the shifting alliances nor the frequent military campaigns
prevented the six kingdoms of the Deccan from constituting a single "playing field" in the
minds of aspiring nobles and ambitious mlers. As the work of Phillip Wagoner and Richard
Eaton has shown, the elite of all religious affinities and alt ethnicities moved among king-
doms as political situations dictated**—for instance, Rama Raya served the Qutb Shâhî kings
as a military commander and holder of a land assignment before moving to Vijayanagar, and
Ibrâhîm Qutb Shah spent seven years in exile in Vijayanagar during the reign of his brother
Jamshîd (1543-50). Those who did not serve in a neighbor's kingdom may well have paid
diplomatic visits; early in his own reign "̂ Alî "̂ Adil Shah visited Vijayanagar, offered condo-
lences for the death of Râma Raya's son, and was "adopted" by Râma Raya's wife as her son
(farzand), as part of the process of establishing an alliance with Râma Raya. *̂  Even after the
battle of Talikota in 1565, which saw the death of Râma Raya and the occupation of the city
of Vijayanagar, ^Alî "̂ Adil Shah continued to intervene in Vijayanagar politics, alternatively

•j

63. Shîrâzî, Tadhkirat al-mulUk, S. 34v-34r, my translation.
64. See Salim al-Din Quraishi, The Royal Library of Bijapur (London: India Office Library, 1981), 3.
65. See P M. Joshi, "'M\ 'Ädil Shah I of Bijapur (1558-1580) and His Royal Librarian: 2 Ruq'as," Journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bombay. N.S. (Särdha-Satäbdi Special Volume) 31-32 (1956-57 |1959]): 97-107, which
details two documents issued by 'Ali 'Ädil Shah's council of ministers to Sesh Wâman, son of Anant, as a warrant
of his appointment as librarian in charge of the royal library at Bijapur. The first document is dated 11 Rabí' 1 975
(September 15. 1567) and gives his annual salary as 1 .(X)0/liJn. The second document is dated 1 Safar 983 (May 12,
1575) and confirms his appointment and salary, but adds the title of pandit.

66. On elite mobility, see Richard M. Eaton, A Social History of the Deccan, IJ00-I76I: Eight Indian Lives
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press. 2005), chap. 4. and Phillip B. Wagoner. "Fortuitous Convergences and Essen-
tial Ambiguities: Transcultural Political Elites in the Medieval Deccan." ¡ntemational Journal of Hindu Studies 3
(1999): 241-64.

67. 'Ali 'Ädil Shah needed help to recover the forts of Kalyana and Sholapur, recently lost to Ahmadnagar by
his father Ibrahim 'Adil Shah. Râma Raya had similarly pragmatic reasons for allying with Bijapur. Eaton argues
that Râma Râya's fundamental political aim was to control Kalyana, once the capital of the Chalukya empire: "As
a general principle, for more than twenty years, Rama Raya endeavored to ensure thai whichever northern sultan he
was at the moment allied with also controlled Kalyana, as though that sultan were an intermediary between himself
and the old Chalukya capital." Eaton, Social History of the Deccan, 95 (emphasis in original).
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té.

Map of the approximate borders of the Deccan sultanates ca. 1565. The striped zone between the
sultanates and Vijayanagara is the contested zone that was frequently fought over among these
six states. Based on Richard Eaton, Social History of the Deccan, 1300-1761: Eight Indian Lives
(Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005), 93, with permission by the author.

nurturing Räma Räya's brother Venkatädri and Räma Räya's son Titnrâj as rival contenders
to the Vijayanagar throne.

In this fiuid and dynamic political world, a shared vocabulary of courtly culture was
a crucial prerequisite to success, if not action. Both rulers and nobles had a stake in the
development and dissemination of such a shared vocabulary—rulers in order to attract,
communicate with, and retain the most skilled nobles at their court, as well as to construct
alliances with rival rulers; nobles in order to increase their own reputation and to maxi-
mize their ability to seek employment under the most liberal of patrons, as the need arose.
Therefore diverse knowledge traditions needed to be translated, not just linguistically but
also conceptually, if they were to have any valence among the ethnically varied nobles of
each kingdom.*** Consequently, it is not surprising to find a persistent concern with different

68. For work on the part played by material culture in the process of "translation" between cultures, see the
groundbreaking work of Phillip Wagoner, particularly "'Sultan among Hindu Kings': Dress, Titles, and the Islami-
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knowledge systems in some of the literature produced at this time. As the following section
will suggest, the Nujüm al-'ulüm constitutes a fascinating example of the varied ways in
which knowledge systems could be translated and disseminated, and the role that knowledge
of specific skills played in Deccani courtly culture. i

THE NUJUM AL-'ULOM AS A DIDACTIC ENCYCLOPEDIA

It is clear from the introduction of the Nujüm that ^Alî 'Ädil Shah intended his work to
serve a didactic purpose among the nobles surrounding him at court. He even attributes the
inspiration of his encyclopedic work to the encouragement of his intimate friends:

It should be clear and evident to the enlightened hearts enriched with bounty of the masters
of guidance and instruction that some of the faithful companions and aflectionately mannered
friends beseeched this humble jjerson that he should put in writing a few words on each chapter
of sciences like astronomy, mysticism, and so on, talismans, magic and tricks, and similar things.
And [alsol put in writing, chapters related to planting trees and medicine and things resembling
that, .so that this may be an intimate friend of the hearts of those who are aware of the hidden
mysteries and [a friend] of the confidantes of the secrets of the soul and a director and guide
to the seekers [of knowledge]. And the entreaty and the polite requests of that party reached the
limit of perfection. Then this humble and modest fellow carried out their command and obeyed
that class of exalted glory,/or the medicines to care for their lives.^'^

The information collected within the Nujüm, therefore, is to provide guidance and help for
those desiring further knowledge of esoteric practices. This practical aim differentiates the
Nujüm from the traditional genre of 'ajä'ib (wonders and marvels) texts, in which a series of
the strangest practices, beliefs, and beings from other lands are described in order to evoke
wonder and surprise.'" The motivators behind 'AH 'Ädil Shah's book, described as "faith-
ful companions" and "affectionately mannered friends," suggest a limited circle of courtly
intimates, perhaps participants at a nightly majlis, where mysterious and obscure practices
drawn from a whole spectrum of traditions were discussed or tried out. Although Leach
suggests that the text addresses an ideal sultan, the intended audience is not really the sultan
himself, but rather those surrounding him at court. In chapter three on astrological charts
described above, directions are given on how to make objects suitable for a king, how to
take auguries from them, and how to decide when the king should undertake certain actions
by means of astrological charts associated with these objects or actions—all tasks that would
have been undertaken by courtiers rather than the king himself. Similarly, many of the talis-
mans and astrological charts are recommended to nobles hoping to find favor with the king
or wanting to discover how they would fare in a particular region or official position assigned

cization of Hindu Culture at Vijayanagara," Journal of Asian Studies 55 (1996): 851-80 and "Fortuitous Conver-
gences" (above, n. 66): and Finbarr B. Flood, especially his Objects of Translation: Material Culture and Medieval
"Hindu-Muslim" Encounter (Pánceton: Princeton Univ. Press. 2009).

69. Chester Beatty MS IN2. ff. 3v-3r. Emphasis added.
70. The 'Ajä'ib al-makhläqät wa-gharä'ib at-mawjüdät of the thirteenth-century scholar Zakariyya' al-Qazwini

was the most common example of this genre, and this work was extremely popular in the Deccan. There are at least
three Deccan copies of this work in the Briti.sh Library, dating from 1571-72, ca. 1660s, and 1790s, respectively.
The 1571-72 manuscript is in Arabic and contains an inscription identifying the patron as Kamal al-Din Husayn, an
'Ädil Shâhi courtier. A manuscript from 1547 and another from 1570 have also been identified. See Hutton. Art of
the Court of Bijapur (above, n. 5). 58: 172 n. I ; 178 nn. 73. 74. The tradition was not restricted to geographers: many
Persian chroniclers also included a chapter on wonders and marvels in their dynastic histories, including the Deccan
historian Rafi' al-Din Shirazi. It is worth noting, on the other hand, that many medieval Sanskrit encyclopedias, such
as the Mänasolläsa, had a rhetoric of improvement similar to that found in the Nujüm.
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to them by the king. Other parts of the text are compendia of existing knowledge useful for
both the king and his courtiers, for example, the sections on astrology, cosmology, or the
qualities of horses; or call for specialized purification rituals, suggesting that they should be
undertaken by an expert, such as the section on the summoning of spirits.

Although among the three manuscripts of the Nujum al-Udüm, there are only ten extant
chapters,^' 'Ali 'Adil Shah's introduction makes it clear that he envisaged a much more
comprehensive book:

[Having] rolled up the sleeves of readiness on my forearms, putting aside lethargy, [I] shook
the skirt of procrastination and indolence at the foreleg, put my hand on the skirt of my friends
to seek their inspiration, and placed the foot of inclinatioti in the valley of the search [. . .]. [I
arranged! the precious and shining pearls [. . .] that I had picked up [. . .] in a string of order
[. . .] in fifty-three chapters.̂ ^

A fihrist then follows, listing the proposed chapter headings of fifty-two chapters [see
table 1]; the fifty-third chapter heading is left blank. Although most of these chapters are
no longer extant, and in fact may never have been completed, the wide range of skills and
knowledges that they cover provides insight into both the cosmopolitan nature of Bijapur
courtly culture and the complex mass of skills that a successful courtier would be expected to
acquire." These range from knowledge of elephants, poetry, and arms to music, rhetoric, and
medicine, from the kinds of women and men and the different nations to the types of love and
the qualities of angels, from gardening, alchemy, cooking, and hunting to wrestling, perfume,
and firework-making, from descriptions of Sufis, yogis, and ritual hymns to the conduct of
spies, accounts of rare and marvelous events, and the qualities of different kinds of meat.
After his exhaustive list 'Ali 'Adil Shah reminds his readers of the original aim of his book:

It is hoped these scraps of discourse may be beautiful in the vision of the intelligent ones and
good and laudable in the eyes of the buyers (klumdârân) [. . .]. However, after this it should not
remain concealed that the original aim of writing these lines and the overall intentioti of these
lines is the aforesaid one. It is an account of created beings from the elements, the heavenly

71. Only seven of the nine chapters present in the Chester Beatty manuscript clearly correspond to a chapter
mentioned in the contents page. The contents of the nine extant chapters, in the order in which they appear in the
1570 Chester Beatty manuscript, are as follows:

1. Description of the seven heavens and the angels of each heaven and of the cherubim and the signs of the
zodiac and the alphabet:

2. Description of the stars, seven planets, and their zodiac signs, lunar mansions, and degrees. A translation of a
Sanskrit text called Kitâb-i Värshik is included;

3. Description of talismans;
4. Description of summoning spirits;
5. Description of a.strological charts (cAa<:ra);
6. Description of rühäni and zamin (tantric goddesses); '
7. Description of horses, their condition and diseases;
8. Description of elephants, their condition and diseases;
9. Description of weapons, their qualities, characteristics, and their uses;
A tenth chapter, which is not in either of the Chester Beatty manuscripts, is found in the Wellcome manuscript,

entitled as follows: "Description of exercises ('ilm-i riyäz) with an account of matter and form."
72. Chester Beatty MS IN2, ft. 2r-3v.
73. The fihrist of the later Chester Beatty manuscript is identical to that of the earlier manuscript and the

contents of the later manuscript are not substantially different either. It does contain several folios from the chap-
ter on the summoning of spirits that are missing in the eariier version, but it does not contain any extra chapters.
Both Chester Beatty manuscripts are bound in a disordered state. l\ie fihrist is missing from the more fragmentary
Wellcome manuscript—however, as explained above (n. 71), it contains an extra chapter not found in either of the
Chester Beatty manuscripts.
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bodies, plants, minerals, animals, an enumeration of the angels on top of the sky, the rosaries
of their names, the revelation of the benefits that are the necessary essence of the stars of every
sky, and so on. Undoubtedly the way from the world of poverty of education ('adam-i tarbiyat)
to the plain of the riches of existence (wujüd) is made manifest precisely by commencing in the
right direction with endeavor, advancing gradually from the surrounding universe to reach the
summit of the point of the center.''''

With these words and his earlier description of his book as "medicine to care for the lives"
of his friends, 'Ali 'Ädil Shah demonstrates a sustained belief in the transformative power
of knowledge. The above paragraph, with its Sufic imagery of a metaphysical journey from
ignorance to knowledge and the use of Sufic terminology such as wufüd, displays a program-
matic conception of esoteric knowledge as both a means to and the desired end of disciplined
training and study. Moreover, the argument that an account of all "created beings" could lead
to the "summit of the point of the center" suggests that this work is informed by a philosophy
of the macrocosm/microcosm analogy. According to this philosophy, studying the macrocos-
mic universe leads to an understanding of the microcosmic individual, who, as microcosm,
contains all the potentialities of the macrocosm.^'' Such theories were common in medie-
val Islamicate thought, and formed the basis of works such as the Rasä'il of the Ikhwân
al-Safâ' (The Brethren of Purity),^'' provided the theoretical justification for the study of the
heavens,'''' and exerted a strong influence on Persian literature, particularly poetry.''^

Moreover, both the contents and the tone of the Nufum al-'ulum indicate that 'Ali 'Adil
Shah had an ecumenical definition of what constituted appropriate knowledge. The book
draws deliberately and openly on a whole spectrum of traditions rooted in varying Indie,
Persianate, Turkic, and Semitic cultures. Thus, a particular tradition or word is attributed to
the people of Hind, the people of Khurasan, the sages of the Uighur and of Turkistân, or the
Arabs; talismans and spells are attributed to a range of scholars from ancient Greece and
the Middle East, including Balinas (Apollonius of Tyana™), Vâtisân Bâbilî, Qantus Hâkim,
Marmus Häkim, AflâtQn Hâkim (Plato), and Muhammad Sirâj al-Din Sakâki; a Sanskrit text
on Vârshik astrology is translated (so the text claims) in its entirety,^" examples of Hindi,
"Turki," "Tilangi," "Kanari," and "Farangi" letters are proposed, and over eighty rühäni
and zamin (literally, earth spirits, which Leach describes as tantric goddesses) are discussed,
based, so the text claims, on "Hindu" sources.*' Many of these attributions may well be
conventional, used as a way to give authority to the text by connecting it to a wide variety of
ancient sages rather than refiecting a specific textual source used by the author. Nevertheless,
whether conventional or accurate, the attributions show a self-conscious attempt to associate
the text with a wide range of sources from different geographical areas.

The tone of the Nufum indicates a clear concern to establish the commensurability of
diverse knowledge systems. The author frequently provides synonyms for an unfamiliar word
or concept, using a variant of the phrase "in the terminology of the people of Hind/Khurâsân"

74. Chester Beatty MS IN2, f. 5v. Emphasis added.
75. G. P. Conger, Theories of Macrocosms and Microcosms in the History of Philosophy (New York: Columbia

Univ. Press, 1922).
76. The Ikhwän al-Safâ' were an esoteric group based in Ba.sra in the tenth and eleventh centuries who

expounded their esoteric teachings based on a mixture of Qur'anic, Aristotelian, and Neoplatonic ideas in a com-
pendium of fifty-two letters known as the Rasä'il. See Ian Richard Netton, http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ip/
rep/H05l (1/05/07). j - - ,

77. Ibid.
78. Julie Scott Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry (New Jersey: Princeton Univ. Press, 1987).
79. Some historians connect Balinas with Pliny, but, as Leach argues, here it is much more credibly associated

with Apollonius. See Leach, Mughal and Other Indian Paintings, 842.
80. Chester Beatty MS 1N2, ff. 59v-97r. .¡ .
81. Ibid., tï. 210v-313r.
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or the more simple expedient of using ja*^«! ('that is'), as in nadîha, ya'nî rüdkhänahä "rivers
(Hin.), that is, rivers (Per.)."**2 The words are most frequently translated from Indie languages
into Persian, but this is not always the case; sometimes a (presumably) more local term is
explained by the meaning of a more common Indie equivalent, as in the example mehvul
gand = pind-älu ('sweet potato').**^ Persian words are occasionally given Persian synonyms;
e.g., mîzan is defined as taräzü ('balance').'*'* Concepts, too, are translated: the Indie astro-
logical concept of naksatra is made equivalent to the Islamicate astrological concept of lunar
mansions (mcmäzil-i mäh)', ragas are described as modes or tones (nuiqämhä). The Deccan
political theory of the As'vapati, Gajapati, and Narapati, which Wagoner identified in the
sixteenth-century Telugu prose work Räyaväcakamu ("The Tidings of the King")**' ¡s spelled
out:

The pädishäh Utarâ, meaning he who is of the north, his address is ushvini [sic], meaning a
pädishäh whose equipage and army are mounted, and his näkshatra [sic] is ashvani. The address
of the pädishäh of the country of Uriyâ is gajapatî, meaning his army and equipage are often
tTiounted on elephants and they ride elephants in war. Know that his näkshatra [.s/c] is mukhâ.
That southern one who is of the country of Bijanagar. his address is narbatJ [sic] meaning the
pädishäh most of whose army, or rather all, are on foot—know that his näkshatra [sic] is mul. ^

Such verbal and conceptual translations are liberally sprinkled throughout the manuscript,
reinforcing awareness of the continued desire for commensurability. Unlike many courtly
texts, the Persian used in the Nujüm is plain, relatively unidiomatic, and unadorned; occa-
sionally the synonyms used betray a surprisingly limited vocabulary. For instance, vines
(hîlhâ) are defined as "trees without trunks" (bîlha, ya'nî dirakht bî-.iac/), rather than using an
equivalent Persian word, such as täk or pazgh.^'^ In view of the declared didactic aim of the
manuscript, the simplicity of the language seems a deliberate choice, a crucial part of the aim
to translate divergent knowledge systems into a mutually comprehensible, if heterogeneous,
system capable of binding the courtiers into one knowledge community.

CONCLUSION

This article has presented textiaal evidence in support of the contention that the Nujüm
al-'ulüm was composed by "̂ Alî ^Adil Shah, the sultan of Bijapur. I have detTionstrated that
the three authorial claims are all made in the context of local astrological and geographical
traditions. In his engagement with these locally circulating, older cosmological traditions,
'Alî 'Adil Shah was aligning himself and his sultanate with powerful cosmic forces that were
thought to act on daily life in the physical world, and, at the same time, asserting the antiq-
uity and geographic coherence of his sultanate. This seems to have been a deliberate strategy
for the assertion of royal authority in a sixteenth-century Indo-Islamicate sultanate. Further
research is required to determine if this was a common strategy among contemporary kings;
yet the case of ^Alî ^Adil Shah suggests that geographical, astrological, and cosmological
discourses were not simply repositories of arcane, disembodied, and obsolete information, of
interest merely to scholars and ritual practitioners. Rather they could be mobilized as a fertile
resource for the assertion of political power and the construction of kingly authority in the

82. Ibid., f. 33r.
83. Ibid., f. 24v.
84. Ibid.. f. 99r.

85. Phillip B. Wagoner. Tidings of the King: A Translation and Ethnohistorical Analysis of the Räyaväcakamu
(Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii Press, 1993).

86. Chester Beatty MS IN2, f. 172v.
87. Chester Beatty MS IN2, f. 24v.
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present. Clearly this conclusion has implications for the study of kingship in early modern
South Asia and the Persianate world.

In this article I have also argued that 'Ali 'Ädil Shah's courtly encyclopedia was con-
tributing to ongoing processes of standardizing and disseminating knowledge through a
sustained attempt to document, explain, and translate knowledge systems to a diverse yet
composite court society. In a society as fractured by ethnic and religious factionalism as was
the sixteenth-century Deccan, rulers and political elites used a variety of textual, linguistic,
cultural, and political strategies to promote stability. It is my view that texts like the Nujum
al-'ulum may have been intended to assist in this regard. Despite its non-literary character,
the example of the Ntijüm demonstrates the key role that manuals of occult and astrological
practice played in the processes of transculturation, cosmopolitanism, and localization, and
suggests further that to fully understand how such processes were disseminated to a wider
population, scholars would do well to focus on knowledge practices as well as on literary
rhetoric.

Table 1. Fihrist (contents) of the Nujum al-'ulum '

Chapter 1 An account of the seven heavens and their angels, the angels of the throne of God,
the signs of the zodiac, atid so on. This comprises . . . sections. '

Chapter 2 A description of the seven planets, their place of rising, their degrees and drawing
out the adjustment of each year, according to the calendars of India and Khurasan.
This comprises... sections.

Chapter 3 An account of the characteristics of the earth and 120 astrological charts {chakram)
and astiyähl [?] and overpowering and overcoming them, and the forms of 84
yoginis (jugini). And this comprises . . . sections.

Chapter 4 A description of rare events, an account of their signs, and how to repulse them.
This comprises . . . sections.

Chapter 5 An account of horses, their condition, and their diseases. This comprises . . .
sections.

Chapter 6 A description of elephants, their death in the state of rut, their condition, and their
diseases. This comprises . . . sections.

Chapter 7 A description of music, the melodies (naghmät), modes (ashäkal; sic for ashkäl),
and 108 rhythms (tal), 84 hastak [?], 38 pärchah [?], and the merits and demerits
[of them) (gun-a-gun), and the sixteenth letter which becomes dhä, and seven notes
(sûr) and their offspring (sütí), and the names of thirty of them. This comprises . . .
sections.

Chapter 8 A description of the mystical journey, meditation, ecstasies, miracles, and fourteen
houses given by Sufis, ecstasies, their ranks, and conduct. This contains . . .
sections.

Chapter 9 A description of thirty-six arms of war, their qualities, characteristics, and their
functions. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 10 An account of twelve sects (pant) of yogis (jüglän) as follows: 1. ädpantl, 2. näd
pantt. 3. sat nädpanti. 4. pägat panti. 5. dhaj panti, 6. sudpantl, 1. päv pantJ,

8. aghür panti, 9. mast pantl, 10. brama nät pantt, 1 1 . . . . [sic] 12. . . . [sic]. And
ten names of sanyasis (sanäsyän) as follows: 1. bhärti, 2. girt, 3. pUri, 4. saras svati,

5. äryän, 6. äsram, 1. parbat, 8. sägar, 9. ban, 10. tirât and their distinguishing
signs and austerities and five atmä bhüt and five andri [?], and mäsidhi and so on.
And their conduct and their navnät and 84 sadh. This contains . . . sections.

1. What follows is a brief and preliminary account of the contents. The Fihrist will be treated separately
elsewhere.

2. The number of sections is missing in each chapter heading.
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Chapter 11 A description and account of the condition of auguries and good omens. This
contains . . . sections.

Chapter 12 A description and account of sowing seed and gardening, of the eastern wind and
medicines for pests caused by it. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 13 A description of the experiments of the ancient sages and talismans and calculations
and . . . and the events of their position. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 14 A description of the medical sciences, diseases, ailments, and a description of
simple and compound medicines and the causes and distinguishing signs according
to the Indian and Persian system of ailments. This contains .. . sections.

Chapter 15 A de.scription of Indian and Khurâsânî exercises of wrestling, its tricks, and their
modes and manners. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 16 A description of the character of the four types of men and the four types of women
and their characteristics and their distinguishing marks and their modes of sitting
(asan), and kärak [?] . . . (illegible) and lârak [?] and etiquette and their customs.
This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 17 A description of fireworks and the various sorts and kinds and ways of making them
and this is in . . . sections.

Chapter 18 A description of ritual hymns and supplications and the names of Allah and the
answering of prayers and the manner of these, the time of these, and the origin of
these. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 19 A description of Persian and Indian systems of .spells and a description of their
benefits, their nature, and prognosticating by the stars [tanjim) and emitting smoke
signals (tadkhln) and giving water libations (tarpán), arinäs [?] and karinäs [?] and
shringlnäs [?] and dhiyân [?], and this is in . . . sections.

Chapter 20 A description of the conduct of the sultans to viziers and governors, heads of the
guards on duty (nawbat), and to spies and politeness to them and plots and treachery
and justice and war and the way of the sultanate. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 21 A description of the (kinds of) meat of animals and their benefits and properties.
This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 22 A description of the wonders, a portion of which God Almighty, the Truth, provided
and bestowed on each city. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 23 A description of recognizing and making rasäyin [?] and an account of it and its
conditions, the benefits, and name.s of it. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 24 A description of making perfumes, the methods of it and the varieties and kinds of
it. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 25 A description of the origin of the gutkhâ and alchemy (kimiya) and making someone
act against his nature (simiyâ, and the science of letters (limiya), conquering
planetary forces and enslaving Jinns (hlmlya) and geomancy (rlmiya) and the modes
of the origin and account of them. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 26 A description of [incantations] to kill someone (märan) and to drive someone away
iajasn) and to deprive someone of the power of action or speech (astamhan) and
vurvisan [?], and to enchant someone with an illusion (mühan) and chahra [?]
and lävak [?] and kâvak [?] and adasht [?], and to make someone blind (lukanjar)
and to make someone deaf srvanjan [?], and magic (inäar-jäl) and great magic
(mahindarjäl) and subterfuge (chihder) and slîska [?], and an account of the actions
ofthat. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 27 A description of being possessed by an evil spirit (bhuta) and avoiding [?] kahät and
rendering homage (?) {band) and protection (rakhiyâ). This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 28 A description of repulsing poison and the sorts of poisons, the causes and
distinguishing marks of poison. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 29 A description of the origin of wiliness. This contains . . . sections.
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Chapter 30 A description of the ways of hunting animals and their names and the ways of
preparing them. This contains... sections.

Chapter 31 A description [and] account of acts of simples which are received from every place
and assembled. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 32 A description of the interpretation of dreams and a description of true and false
dreams. This contains... sections.

Chapter 33 A description of the varieties of peoples and the seventy divisions of them and their
sects (milal) and creeds (maiähib) and beliefs (i'tiqäd). This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 34 A description of love ('ishq), the degrees of it and the kinds of it. This contains . . .

sections.
Chapter 35 A description of the conduct towards each person and societies and friendship with

each level. This contains . . . sections.
Chapter 36 A description of the Indian and Khurâsânî way of summoning high and low ranks.

This contains .. . sections.
Chapter 37 A description of poetic metre, 'arU;:, qâfiya, radif, rhythms, and whatever is

connected to poetry. This contains . . . sections.
Chapter 38 A description of recognizing jewels and kinds of gems, the benefits of gems, the

values of gems and the seals of jewels. This contains . . . sections.
Chapter 39 A description of the rules of languages (alsina) and a description of some rituals

that should be used for the whole year and with necessary things and celebrations
and actions and functions of that and this contains . . . sections.

Chapter 40 A description of Qur'anic interpretation (tafsir) and hadith of the Prophet and
Gabriel and knowledge of men and whatever is connected to this. This contains . . .
sections.

Chapter 41 A description of the rules of arithmetic, multiplication and division and (whatever)
is connected to arithmetic. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 42 A description of the science of speech, such as grammar, logic, scholastic theology,
rhetoric, and so on. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 43 A description of astronomy and klkhül [?] and makbhül [?] darkhül [?] This is
comprised of. . . sections.

Chapter 44 A description of the astrolabe. This contains . . . sections.
Chapter 45 A description of strength, the causes of strength, the benefits of strength, the loss of

strength of men and medicines for it. This contains . . . sections.
Chapter 46 A description of the science of physiognomy and the art of making amulets and

charms. This contains . . . sections.
Chapter 47 A description of the history of prophets from the exalted Prophet Adam and the

Prophets of Islam until The Seal |Muhammad]. This contains... sections.
Chapter 48 A description of fables and romances. This contains . . . sections.
Chapter 49 A description of the letters and words of Arabic {'arabi), Persian {farsi), Turkish

(turki), Hindi (hindi), Sanskrit (sanüskrit), Frankish (firangi), Kannada {kanari),
Telugu (tilangi), and tugri {tugjvrá?}, and so on. This contains . . . sections.

Chapter 50 A description of viands, sherbets, halwas, confections, and so on. This contains . . .
sections.

Chapter 51 A description of tools and instruments of the crafts of traders and artisans.
Chapter 52 A description of knowledge of the science of writing and its appurtenances, from

sharpening the pen and making ink and so on.
Chapter 53 Fifty third chapter - description of . . . [blank in original].
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